The Lagrangians of physical fundamental interactions are deduced from the quantitative causal principle, it is dicovered that the all Lagrangians of physical fundamental interaction are composed of the invariant quantities in vector bundle or associate vector bundle, and the unified expressions of physical fundamental interactions and variational principles are shown by the quantitative causal principle derived from the no-loss-no-gain principle in the Universe, their two-order general Euler-Lagrange Equations and corresponding Noether conservation currents are derived, thus, variation laws of the different physical systems are naturally determined by the quantitative causal principle.
lead to the equal action (result), i.e., how much lose (cause), how much gain (result), which is just the quantitative causal principle deduced from the noloss-no-gain principle in the Universe, 4, 5, 6 which may be concretely expressed as
Eq. (1) means that any quantitative action produced by operator set D acting on S must lead to appearance of set C acting on S so that DS equates CS, where D and C may be the same or different operator sets, the whole process satisfies the quantitative causal principle so that Eq.(1)'s right hand side satisfies the no-loss-no-gain principle in the Universe. 3 Thus, Eq. (1) is viewed as a mathematical expression of the quantitative causal principle. Eq. (1) is useful for the following studies.
For a 4-dimensional physical general curved spacetime manifold M 4 , there always exist the constructions of vector bundle E(M 4 , F, π,G) or associate vector bundle E(M 4 , F, π V ,G, P(M 4 , G, π )) of principal bundle P(M 4 , G, π ), when S β is a section vector in any open neighborhood U β , D is differential connection operator, C is connection ω β in Eq.(1), it follows that
Eq.(2)'s physical meanings are that the quantitative physical effect operator D's acting on S β must equate that the gauge field or connection ω β times S β ,in which S β may be a vector, i.e., particle multiplets in group representation space of principal bundle whose base manifold is M 4 or a vector on the M 4 of vector bundle. Substituting S β = A βα S α into Eq.(2), it follows that
where DA βα = dA βα , because A βα is the matrix function transforming S α into S β between two open neighborhoods U α and U β (U α ∩ U β = 0). Substituting S β = A βα S α into Eq.(3), we obtain the relation transforming connection ω α into connection ω β as follows 6, 7 
for principal bundle, it is just gauge transformation between gauge fields ω α and ω β in two open neighborhoods U α and U β (U α ∩ U β = 0) in gauge field theory; for vector bundle, it is the transferring relation between connections ω α and ω β in two open neighborhoods U α and U β (U α ∩ U β = 0).
Multiplying Eq.(4) with A βα from right hand side and then taking exterior derivative d, we have curvature tensor 2-form in vector bundle or field strength tensor 2-form in principal bundle
Multiplying Eq. (5) ′ s component quantity expression
with g ak ε bklm dx l Λdx m from right hand side, in which the a, b, c,· · ·, i, j, k, · · · and a
8 and x 4 = ict and using
Adding integral sign to Eq.(7) and defining Ω
, we obtain the invariant gravitational Action
Thus, Eq. (8) An invariant quantity is obtained from Eq. (5) as follows
Adding integral sign to Eq.(9) and using tr(T a T b ) = -2δ ab ,we have the invariant Action of gauge fields in the global curved spacetime manifold as follows
Thus the Lagrangian is L= −
of gauge fields existing in the global manifold, 9 in fact, Eq. (9) is just the second Chern characteristic classes but the constants under the condition of trΩ β = 0.
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When matrix elements S U 1i (i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , k) are k linearly independent sections of vector bundle or associate vector bundle, any section S may be expressed as
where Ψ U is complex column matrix function of the corresponding components. It follows from Eq.(2) that
in which we have remarked
where r µ is r matrix with Lorentz superscript µ in Eq. (13), and dx ′ µ = a (11) and (12) we have
Using the orthonormal relation
we obtain 
Using Eqs. (4), (16), (17) and Ψ U = A U W Ψ W , we have
Namely Eq.(18) is topological invariant quantity in the whole manifold in the bundle, and the physical consistence demands that Eq.(18) must take the invariant formulation in the every open neighborhood of the whole manifold.
Inserting Eq.(13) into Eq.(18), we obtain the general topological invariant Lagrangians of matter field Ψ interacting with gauge field ω µ , which keeps effect in the whole spacetime manifold.
Now we consider another invariant. Taking Hermite conjugation of Eq.(14), and making inner product of the conjugation and Eq.(14), it follows that
Analogous to the discussion of Eq.(18), it is easy to prove that Eq.(20) is the invariant quantity existing in the whole spacetime manifold.
Using tr(γ µ γ ν ) = 4δ µν , we achieve another important invariant Lagrangian of scalar fields interacting with gauge fields
Thus, Eq.(21) satisfies the physical invariant consistent demand in the every open neighborhood of the global manifold.
On the other hand, due to
using ϕ U = A U W ϕ W , it is easy to prove that Eq. (22) is invariant quantity existing in the whole manifold. Thus we may multiply Eq. (22) with mass parameter m to construct the mass part of the Lagrangian of a system.
About potential functional, it must satisfy
the invariant condition in the global spacetime manifold (U α ∩ U β = 0). Therefore Eq.(22) ′ s arbitrary combinations satisfy condition (24). i.e., we may generally take Eq.(22) as variable to construct scalar potential functional. e. g., the potential functional V of SU(2) complex scalar fields
Using Eqs. (8), (10), (19), (21). (23) and (24), we achieve gravitational Action, all general Actions of matter fields and scalar fields interacting with gauge fields in the curved spacetime as follows
where L m is the Lagrangian of matter fields, ω µ = g µν ω ν and γ µ = g µν γ ν , in the case of semisimple group of general form, the Lagrangian contains r arbitrary constants q λ , λ =1,2, ...,r, in which r is the number of invariant simple factors. Because of the limitation of paper length, the other Lagrangians and their detailed discussions may be analogously derived 6 and will be written in another paper.
In the expression (1) of the quantitative causal principle, for general field variables X(x) = {Ψ(x), ϕ(x), ω µ (x), g µν (x)} above, when S is the Actions (26-28), C is unit element and D is infinitesimal transformation operator of continuous Lie group 12,13
in which ε σ (σ = 1, 2, · · · , m) are infinitesimal parameters of Lie group D m . Thus, we get the expressions of their variational principles as follows
Not losing generality, under the transformations of Eqs. (29) and (30), we have
and R contains g αβ , µν , and using the variational principles we have
in which δX a = ∆X a − X a , ν ∆x ν , using the above discussions we can obtain their two-order general Euler-Lagrange Equations and corresponding Noether conservation currents as follows
(36) that is, using the quantitative causal principle, we derive not only the all Lagrangians, their variational principles but also their two-order general EulerLagrange Equations and corresponding Noether conservation currents, applying the above studies, variation laws of the different physical systems are naturally determined. Therefore, it is essential to deduce the quantitative causal principle for effective unified expressions of elementary physical laws, namely the quantitative causal principle derived from the no-loss-no-gain principle in the Universe is the essential principle in physics.
In summary, this paper deduces the invariant quantities belonging to the all parts of Lagrangians of physical fundamental interactions from the quantitative causal principle, the different invariant quantities are constructed in vector bundle or associate vector bundle of principal bundle whose base manifolds are a 4-dimensional physical general curved spacetime manifold M 4 , using the invariant quantities, the all Lagrangians of physical fundamental interactions are given, and it is in terms of the quantitative causal principle that their variational principles in field theory are derived, therefore the unified expressions of physical fundamental interactions and the variational principles are shown by the quantitative causal principle derived by the no-loss-no-gain principle in the Universe, further, their two-order general Euler-Lagrange Equations and corresponding Noether conservation currents are obtained, therefore the variation laws of the different physical systems are naturally determined.
